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The objective of the research behind this project was to do a comparative pilot inspection on 

the Website Visibility Status of six European, non-English university webpages (English version 

of the homepage only). The six are:

Author: Prof Melius 

Weideman, CPUT, Cape Town. 

WebVURC (Website Visibility 

and Usability Research Centre)

BR Brno University of Technology http://www.vutbr.cz/en/

CA Campus02 http://www.campus02.at/EN/home.aspx

CZ Czech Technical University http://www.cvut.cz/en?set_language=en

CH Charles University http://www.cuni.cz/UKENG-1.html

MA Masaryk University http://www.muni.cz/?lang=en

TU TU of Ostrava http://www.vsb.cz/en/

The 2-letter abbreviations above will be used in the discussions following.

1. INTRODUCTION
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Presenting detailed solutions to the homepage problems identified in this report was not part of the study. However, any 

problems noted should be addressed in an attempt to improve the visibility of webpages, and increase the ranking for 

relevant search phrases.

The measurements following were taken from the six homepages as they were in November/ December 2012, and any 

subsequent changes to the content or structure will not be reflected in this report. Colour-coding is used to indicate 

rough classification of results: GREEN is safe, ORANGE should be investigated, and RED points to a serious problem.

Website Visibility is a measure of how easily a search engine crawler can find and index a given website. The higher the 

degree of Visibility, the more human visitors the website will attract. This factor is of crucial importance to owners of 

especially commercial websites, since a percentage of all visitors to their website will convert to paying customers. 

In the educational world, increasing mobility between universities on a global scale has elevated the importance of this 

facet of the institutional website. Potential and current students, staff members and academics are constantly using 

standard Internet searching (Google, Bing, Yahoo! etc) to satisfy their informational needs.

Website Visibility can not be measured as a single value on a linear scale. Instead it is a combination of a large number of 

inter-related factors. Lack of visibility should be addressed in the same way: address and solve the lacking areas one by 

one, in an attempt to raise the overall level of visibility to search engines over time.

2. ABSTRACT

A published, peer-reviewed  research study done on a similar topic can be found at:

http://www.academia.edu/1081434/Rogues_Gallery_-_South_African_university_website_visibility

Finally note that the author considers two elements to be over-riding in their importance in designing a successful 

website: website visibility and website usability. If a website does not impress the search engine crawlers (visibility), it 

will not be found by searchers. If a website does not impress human users (usability), it will not be used by the most 

important consumer on the Internet: the everyday user. So, this report focusses on and regularly mentions these 2 

very important audiences: the SEARCH ENGINE CRAWLER and the HUMAN USER.
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Readability is a measure of how simple or complex the text on a webpage is presented. Strictly speaking, readability of a 

webpage is not a Website Visibility issue, but more a Usability one. However, it is presented here as one important factor 

defining the overall presentation of the 6 webpages, in an attempt to highlight the degree of match between the 

intended audience and the webpage content. It is calculated as various mixtures of:

- the number of sentences and words

- the number of mutli-syllable words

- the number of words per sentence

- the average number of syllables per word.

In all 4 cases above, a higher count indicates a higher degree of complexity.

On the 6 images following, an indication is given of the readability index of each of the 6 homepages. Coloured sliders 

are used to represent the outcome of each one of 6 different tests, all based on the 4 points listed above. Five colours 

are used, from left to right, as follows:

- Red – complex wording, difficult to understand for the average reader.

- Orange, Yellow, Light Green – various levels of complexity in between the extremes.

- Dark Green – very simple text, easy to read.

It is important to note that there is no “good” or “bad”, “right” or “wrong” answers for this factor. The best answer is that

the “average” slider colour for any website should be a good match WITH THE INTENDED AUDIENCE. In general, one 

would expect mostly dark green sliders for the following websites: 

- a website written for children

- a website written to appeal to casual browsers (the general man in he street), i.e. one selling prepaid mobile airtime.

On the other extreme, one would expect mostly red sliders for the following websites:

- a highly technical, engineering or medical webpage about a complex product or service.

- a university webpage, many levels down from the homepage, about a specific advanced course on a topic which is 

not in the mainstream, using complex terminology and descriptions.

3. FACTOR 1 – READABILITY BASICS
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On the one extreme, MA has 2 red and no dark green sliders, while on the other CH has (the only) dark green and no red 

sliders. This simply means that the text on these 2 respective homepages differ most widely in terms of the audiences 

they were written for, whether it was intended to be that way or not. Each university should decide individually where 

they think they should fit in, in terms of having easily readbale text or more complex text structures on their homepage. 

In the author’s opinion, a university homepage should be easy to read to satisfy potential students from other language 

groups, but have enough content of value on the homepage to satisfy the information needs of academics.

4. FACTOR 1 – READABILITY COMMENTS

The number of words on every page is also indicated on the next pages. The actual counts are:

- BR 418

- CA  252

- CZ  954

- CH   63

- MA  523

- TU  358

The 2 extremes (indicated in red - CZ with 954 and CH with 63) are both unacceptable, while CA with 252 and TU 

with 358 (inidicated in green) are within the preferred range. The remaining 2 (in orange) are just outside the ideal 

range but still  acceptable.

Secondly, while there are no fixed rules about or technical limits on the number of text words on a webpage, 

research has indicated various guidelines to follow. From a user pespective, too much text will simply not be read, 

and a general guide of 200 – 400 words on a landing page has been suggested. From a search engine crawler 

perspective, more text is better, since it provides more keywords to harvest. So, combining the 2, text on a 

homepage should be well-written, keyword rich, error-free, between 200 and 400 words in length and easy to read.
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Brno University of Technology Campus02

5FACTOR 1: Readability



Czech Technical University Charles University

6FACTOR 1: Readability



Masaryk University TU of Ostrava

7FACTOR 1: Readability



It is important to know how many different URLs  of a website have been indexed by Google.  Although one would not be 

able to view all the URLs indexed (typically only the first 1000 of a large website are viewable), this information might 

indicate duplicate content issues. At the same time, more URLs indicate more content to be indexed, and if that content 

is unique and well-written, it is a strong positive factor and will increase the visibility of the domain overall. However, 

duplicate content (whether it was intentionally created or not) should be avoided, since it could appear to the crawlers 

as if the website is attempting to earn a higher ranking than what it actually deserves, by simply copying content on 

different webpages. It is possible that “extra” URLs are generated unknowingly, resulting from a variety of technical 

issues, which can and should all be resolved. These include multiple URLs (eg index.htm, index.php), tracking URLs, CMS 

generating mutiple query strings for identical pages, etc.

5. FACTOR 2 – INDEXATION BASICS

6. FACTOR 2 – INDEXATION COMMENTS

The number of URLs indexed is indicated on the next page. The actual counts are:

- BR 249 000

- CA  1 220

- CZ  5 440

- CH   74 800

- MA  17 100 000

- TU  2 090 000

The researcher has no information about the detail of each of the 6 universities’ websites, eg how many webpages each 

one has, etc. However, common sense was used to evaluate the results of measuring this factor. A URL count of 1220 

(CA) and 5440 (CZ) sounds quite acceptable for a large website like that of a university, with thousands of clients (staff 

and students). The figures for BR and CH (249 000 and 74 800) appear to be inflated, but could be possible if complex 

CMSs are used. However, the red figures for MA and TU are exorbitant. It is highly unlikely that even a complex website 

can have over 2 million and certainly not 17 million separate URLs, without some serious duplication. This should be 

addressed.
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Brno University of Technology

9FACTOR 2: Indexation



Websites are ranked in many ways, and most of these methods contain some element of unreliability, due to the 

complexity of the Web. Google uses its familiar PageRank method, based on the number of links to a given webpage. 

These are called backlinks or inlinks, and are considered to be a vote of trust in the website they point to, hence an 

indication of popularity and ranking weight.

7. FACTOR 3 – RANKING and INLINKS BASICS

8. FACTOR 3 – RANKING and INLINKS COMMENTS

The PageRank and the number of inlinks are indicated on the next pages. The actual count for PR is:

- BR 8

- CA  6

- CZ  8

- CH   8

- MA  0

- TU  7

The PageRank of a webpage is indicated on a scale of 0 to 10, where 10 is the most popular (www.google.com has a 

PageRank of 10), while a brand new, unidexed domain with content will initially have a PageRank of 0. Old domains (eg 

10 years and older) gradually acquire a higher PageRank as time goes by, since more links to it are being added from 

various sources outside its control.

The 5 green figures indicate a fairly high PageRank, which is commendable. It has been earned either by an attempt to 

increase ranking by applying the principles of Website Visibility (see www.web-visibility.co.za), or by an old domain, or 

both. However, MA has a PageRank of 0, which gives reason for concern. This should be addressed as a matter of 

urgency.
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The actual counts for Google inlinks are:

- BR 724

- CA  139

- CZ  1350

- CH   1150

- MA  0

- TU  665

The 4 green figures indicate a fairly high number of inlinks, given that the websites are academic and not commercial by 

nature. Large commercial websites (amazon.com, etc) might have millions of inlinks. Of concern is the 0 figure for MA, 

which means that either the domain was changed recently and has not had time to build up inlinks, or there really are no 

inlinks to the English homepage of this site. Either way, this is again an unhealthy situation (which also explains the PR of

0) and should be addressed.
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None of the universities seem to be indexed by other search engines, which is a negative indication. Bing and Yahoo! for 

example, although less popular than Google, have many loyal followers as well as a global reach, and should not be 

ignored.



Brno University of Technology

12FACTOR 3: Ranking and Inlinks



13FACTOR 3: Ranking and Inlinks



14FACTOR 3: Ranking and Inlinks



15FACTOR 3: Ranking and Inlinks



16FACTOR 3: Ranking and Inlinks



17FACTOR 3: Ranking and Inlinks



9. FACTOR 4 – KEYWORD DENSITY BASICS

Keyword density refers to the number of times a given keyword phrase appears on a webpage. It is normally expressed 

as a percentage, where a medium percentage (typically between 1 and 5%) is better. A figure of over approximately 10% 

is unacceptable (the same word appearing 10 times in 100 words), since it could start looking like spamdexing to the 

crawler, and will irritate the human reader. A figure of 0% means that the keyphrase does not appear at all, which, 

assuming it is an important text element, is a serious omission and will contribute to a low degree of Website Visibility.

10. FACTOR 4 – KEYWORD DENSITY COMMENTS

The keyword density is indicated on the next pages. The actual percentages are:

- BR 1.37

- CA  0

- CZ  0.65

- CH   9.84

- MA  2.49

- TU  0

The 3 green figures are in the acceptable range, but the 3 red ones are extremes and are unacceptable. In defence of the 

high figure for CH, it must be noted that the keyword count on the homepage (61) is low, which makes it easy for only 3 

occurences of the keyphrase to push the percentage up to almost 10%. At the same time, only 61 words on a webpage 

gives the crawlers very little to harvest, and on its own is a negative factor. The figure for MA (7 out of 562) is a good 

average, and a human reader will not experience it as repetitive or irritating, while the crawlers will rank it well.  

It must be noted that this measurement is only as good as the accuracy of the choice of phrase. The author has chosen 

the phrase for this test to be simply the name of the university, since it was assumed that at least this phrase is 

important to the univeristy, and that it should contribute to its website ranking when a searcher types in the name on a 

search engine. In further research, the university management and other stakeholders could be involved to elicit their 

opinion of important keyphrases, and this section of the research could be repeatd and expanded with those phrases.
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Brno University of Technology

19FACTOR 4: Keyword Density



20FACTOR 4: Keyword Density



21FACTOR 4: Keyword Density



11. FACTOR 5 – KEYWORD OPTIMIZATION BASICS

Keyword optimization refers to the careful spread of important keywords/phrases (as defined by the website owner) 

across the webpage. Ideally there should be a prominent presence of all those words/phrases deemed to be important 

by the owners, while less important words (necessary to build sentences) should appear less often. Examples of words 

which could be considered to be more and less important respectively to a typical university  could be:

More important:   university, university of xyz, academic, technology, [city name], [country name], research, excellence in 

teaching, engineering, nursing, law, nobel prize winner, award-winning.

Less important: home, welcome, the, that, of, contact, faculty, systems, information.

12. FACTOR 5 – KEYWORD OPTIMIZATION COMMENTS

The degree of correct keyword usage cannot be easily quantified, and is presented on the next pages as word 

or tag clouds. In these images, the relative size of a word/phrase is an indication of how often it has been 

used. As such it is a weighted list presented visually for easier interpretation. Comments are done 

individually below.

Again it must be noted that the degree of importance of keywords/phrases are to be determined by the stakeholders in 

the website, not by an outsider. For this report, certain assumptions have been made for the sake of giving an overall 

picture, but ideally the research should be repeated using inputs from the stakeholders.

BR.  The total word count is 418, which is more than enough to produce a useful word cloud. Prominent 

words appear to be: university, technology, university of technology and brno university. In this researcher’s 

opinion, these are relevant, and the tag represents a good mixture of words/phrases. Less popular terms 

according to the cloud are: portalu, funcke, necteri and versi. The researcher cannot comment on these.
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CA.  The total word count is 252, which is on the low side of acceptable. Prominent words appear to be: campus, 

campus02 and software engineering, which are considered to be a good selection. However, of concern is the large 

percentage of German words and phrases which are occupying the places to be taken by their English equivalents. It 

is suggested that the whole English homepage be rewritten to highlight whichever English words and phrases are 

considered to be important by the stakeholders.

CZ.  Although the total word count is a very high 954 (which is unacceptable), the upside is that it should provide a 

very rich pool of important keywords/phrases. The opposite is unfortunately the case. Prominent words/phrases are: 

v praze and welcome to ctu. Both are bad choices – one is non-English, the other has no value. The word cloud is also 

very small, which indicates a wasted opportunity to impress the search engine crawlers. It is suggested that the 

whole English homepage be rewritten to highlight whichever English words and phrases are considered to be 

important by the stakeholders.

CH.  The total word count is 63, which is far too low to satisfy the needs of either the human visitors or the crawlers. 

As a result, the word cloud is also fairly small. Inportant words are: charles university, charles and university, which are 

all good choices. However, some non-English words again steal the opportunity of the English counterparts to impress 

the crawlers. Prague also appears a few times, but in a smaller font. This homepage must be rewritten according to 

basic principles.

MA.  The total word count is 523, which is high, but provides the opportunity for a richer pool of keywords/phrases. 

Indeed then, the word cloud is large and highlights a number of important words: masaryk, masaryk university and 

university – probably the basic, most important words to consider.  Some less important words (november, 

information, latest news, organizational structure, quick links, board panel) also feature strongly, where they push 

out other more important ones. This word cloud is the best one of the 6 tested, but could still be improved by some 

careful rewriting of text. 
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TU.  The total word count is 358, which is in the ideal range, and should provide enough scope for a well-spaced word 

cloud. The larger words/phrases include: university of ostrava, technical university, ostrava, which are all considered 

to be basically descriptive and important. The value of the phrases exchange student club, exchange student, vsb 

tuo, etc, is unknown to the author, and the stakeholders should be able to decide whether or not they deserve the 

high value they actually have in the word cloud.
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Brno University of Technology

25FACTOR 5: Keyword Optimization



26FACTOR 5: Keyword Optimization



27FACTOR 5: Keyword Optimization



28FACTOR 5: Keyword Optimization



29FACTOR 5: 

Keyword 

Optimization



30FACTOR 5: Keyword Optimization



13. FACTOR 6 – SEARCH TRAFFIC BASICS

Search traffic and keywords used to get to websites (as given on the next pages) are an indication of how users are 

ACTUALLY SEARCHING AND FINDING a given website, as opposed to how the stakeholders would like it to be the case. 

Furthermore, if those phrases which increase and decrease on a monthly basis are being compared, it gives an indication 

of how trends are changing over time.

14. FACTOR 6 – SEARCH TRAFFIC COMMENTS

It is important to note that if a relatively high green percentage links to a keyword/phrase that is considered to be 

important, it is a positive factor. If a relatively high red figure links to an important keyword/phrase, it is a negative factor.

The 2 Ranking figures in the images (lower is better) and the Reputation (inlinks, higher is better) should also be 

considered here as an indication of popularity.

Since many of the green and red words/phrases are in non-English, the author cannot comment on their value, but the 

stakeholders should decide on the weights of these phrases.

As an example, the MA case will be dissected to show how the figures can be interpreted. MA’s global rank according to 

Alexa is 20 395, which is the lowest (best) of all 6. Its rank inside the Czech Republic (119) is also the lowest (best) of the 

5 Czech universities. Its Alexa reputation puts it third overall out of the 6 universities.

Considering the Rise and Decline of search traffic: the phrases “gender studies”, “eduroam android” and “kms server” 

have enjoyed the biggest increase, and indicates that there is a trend towards information seekers needing this 

information more and more on the MA English homepage. If these phrases are important from the stakeholder’s point of 

view, it is good news. The other phrases lower down on the green scale have also seen a small increase in traffic. At the 

same time, the phrases “muni”, “pojitny….” and “elf” have all decreased in terms of how many people used them as a 

search query. Again the stakeholders should decide whether or not these phrases are important, and whether it is worth 

doing something about.
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Brno University of Technology

32FACTOR 6: Search Traffic



33FACTOR 6: Search Traffic



34FACTOR 6: Search Traffic



35FACTOR 6: Search Traffic



36FACTOR 6: Search Traffic



37FACTOR 6: Search Traffic



15. FACTOR 7 – INLINK SOURCE and ANCHOR TEXT BASICS

At has been proven in research that the quantity and quality of inlinks plays a major part in search engine ranking, hence 

this final investigation into the source of inlinks, and the anchor text used by other websites to link to the university site 

under investigation.

16. FACTOR 7 – INLINK SOURCE and ANCHOR TEXT COMMENTS

Again university stakeholders should decide on the relevance and correctness of the information supplied on the next 

pages. As an example, the information for CZ will be dissected here.

In the following pages, it is shown WHERE inlinks come from (1st column), WHAT TEXT have been used as part of the 

hyperlink, and WHERE it links to (both in the last column). A website owner has very little control over what other 

websites do, how they link to oneself, and even less what text they use to link. However, valuable information can be 

collected from the way in which it is done, and in some cases one can contact other website owners to request an 

alteration of these factors on their websites.

Ten domains (1st column) carry a link to the CZ homepage. The 2nd one comes from “gloria-project.eu”, and links straight 

to www.cvut.cz/. The “gloria-project” website has used no text as part of the hyperlink, which is a lost opportunity for 

increasing ranking for the destination website - cvut.cz.

Of special concern is the total lack of information for CA and MA. This fact confirms the results found under Factor 3. For 

both cases of inlinks and ranking, these 2 unversities scored the lowest of all 6.
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Brno University of Technology

FACTOR 7: Inlink Source 

and Anchor Text



40FACTOR 7: Inlink Source 

and Anchor Text
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FACTOR 7: Inlink Source 

and Anchor Text



42FACTOR 7: Inlink Source 

and Anchor Text



43FACTOR 7: Inlink Source 

and Anchor Text



44FACTOR 7: Inlink Source 

and Anchor Text



17. SUMMARY

In summary, extracts of the information for each university have been combined, and is presented 

below. Note that some Website Visibility problems are easy to rectify, but some require technical 

expertise of an advanced level.
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BR:  BR has a high PageRank, and the inlink count is satisfactory, but more inlinks should be built to increase 

ranking. A check should be done on the excessive number of URLs associated with the domain. The full name of 

the university must be mentioned more times on the homepage.

CA:  The university name must be noted a few times in the English homepage text. More inlinks should be built, 

and the homepage text must be rewritten to contain relevant English text, and its length should be within the 

suggested limits.

CZ:  Although the university PageRank is acceptable, the homepage has far too much text, and should be 

rewritten.

CH:  The PageRank is acceptable, and the university name should be noted a few times on the homepage (do not 

exceed 5%). The homepage text should be rewritten to contain more relevant text. The total number of URLs for 

the domain is getting dangerously high, and should be contained.

MA:  One problem is easy to fix – rewrite the homepage text,  ensure that the university name appears a few 

times, and ensure the length remains within limits. However, there are some MAJOR CONCERNS with this 

homepage, which will require excessive surgery to improve.  Of all 6 universities, it has the most red figures, with 

two of them being the only red in the group. The magnitude of URLs indexed is worrisome – it could be one of the 

reasons that the PageRank is an unbelievable ZERO.  It is also difficult to believe that it has not a single inlink – a 

major reason for the PR being zero.

TU:  Both the word count, the inlink count and the PageRank figures are acceptable. However, some more inlinks 

should be built. The large number of URLs is troublesome, and should be addressed – it will have a negative effect 

on ranking. An easy fix is to ensure that the university name is listed few times on the homepage.
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